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Turok on the Game Boy: Was it Good, Nostalgia or Something Else? 

Introduction 

What is it about the memory of something that drives us to be nostalgic? Looking back with rose-tinted glasses, 

reminding yourself of the good times past. This was the question I was asking myself about Turok: Battle of the 

Bionosaurs. For some reason I want to share this title with the rest of you. The game is no masterpiece, yet I still enjoy 

playing it from time to time. The answer as to why I love it may lay rooted in the beginning, not of time, but of my 

personal gaming/social experiences. 

Twenty years ago, roughly at time of writing, you would have found eleven-year-old me. I had an older friend at the time 

whom I looked up to greatly. He had all the cool stuff and was always introducing me to something I would later love – 

Looking at you John Carpenters, The Thing. At this time though it was two games, Links Awakening and Turok: Battle of 

the Bionosaurs.  We spent a great deal of time playing games together. This meant trading games with each other and 

since the GB carts were small, these were my first borrowed games. This meant a great deal to me, it was a turning point 

of trust in my social life. So, this was the reason I remember it as such a fond memory, but it is not explaining why I think 

Turok is so great.  

 

Turok: A world of Cyborg Dino’s and Red Meat Action 

What other universe blends Cyborg Dino’s, vast expansive wildernesses and on point combat. Horizon Zero Dawn does 

that and so did Nanosaur back in 98 too. (4) The thing is though, they are not on GB and Nanosaur is a weird oddity on 

Mac. Turok GB however, seems to be an information enigma. Just try and find any wealth of information on the game 

and you will be met with nothing much. Talk to your friends about how great it is and be met with complete confusion 

and laughter. ‘Bionosaur’’ is a timeless concept, but an awkward word. Sleuthing was required, but Acclaims press 

release in the internet archive expressed: Big plans and dreams for the Turok franchise. (5 & 13)  

 

  

Nanosaur Mac game (4) Turok Dell Comics Circa 1954 (7) 
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Turok is a concept from long before gaming, originally published by Dell Comics in 1954 as, "Turok: Son of Stone". 

Revived by both Valiant and Acclaim in the 1990’s. (6) The GB game was developed as a companion game to Acclaims 

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter on the N64. They shared similar puzzle design and mimicked plot elements. Although developed 

with one another in mind, they resultingly gravitated so far apart in pop culture, even magazines at the time barely 

covered it. (7) Developed by Bit Managers, a niche Spanish games company. They were fond of porting EU properties to 

home systems in the 80’s/90’s. Never heard of them? All GB line Turok titles, Tin Tin, Smurfs and Bomb Jack GB? Well 

there is always Magic Johnson Basketball to home computers in 1990. (5)  

The Story of Turok, besides Turok being a warrior’s title and not the protagonists name, is woven in time. Turok means, 

Son of Stone and Tal ‘Set is the strongest male of his generation. Earning him the right to the sacred mantle and a quest 

to stop the Campaigner. The Campaigner wants to focus a weapons crystal called the Chronoscepter and give him 

control over the space time boundaries.  Thus, is the Turok way, space-time, big-ass guns and Bionosaurs meet to form 

something just slightly short of perfection. Unlike Time splitters which is perfect in every way, damn space monkeys.  

 

  
Western Box Art (11) Japanese Box Art (12) 

 

The box art is top notch and the compound bows reticle reflection is a neat touch. It really gives the feel of the original 

comics. (6) This is a big factor of my love for games in general, a cover should give you a mind to the contents or 

symbolize it. The game was localized from West to East, so it seems strange to remove Tal ‘Set from the cover while 

keeping the reticle theme. Maybe no connection to the comic from Dell forced a change for whatever reason.  
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Beyond the cardboard and title screen, you are met with level one. The game is a sprawling side-scroller, set in your 

standard Earth jungle early on. You are expected to find your way around platforming and climbing to find keys and a 

Chronoscepter piece. (2) The game requires survival skills, cunning as it is not mindless and at times careful planning. It 

goes without saying the animation is fantastic for the GB. Climbing and entering caves in this game is fun to watch and 

they really pushed the sprites frame limit to achieve it.  

 

   
Climbing, Swimming and even the bow have great animation (15) 

 

There are a large selection of enemies. Witness fleshy and mechanical variations on Dinosaurs, Men, Fish, Crawlers and 

more. Get used to Jungle Elmer Fudd after his rascal-y wabbits. Thankfully our hunter has the ‘nine lives’ of a cat. There 

are health pickups, though scarce and extras lives are rewarded for collecting 100 golden triangles. My only gripe is 

when death takes you, going back to beginning of stage will be your fate. This becomes stressful later on, especially end 

game. There are four bosses in the game, my favorite is Mantis and there is a T-Rex too. Enemies however can be 

predictable; otherwise why would the knife be effective on more than half of them? Use it to your advantage I say. 

 

   
So many shotgunners, reminds me of Doom Ultra-Violence. (15) 

 

The level design is well thought out, non-linear and really requires you to think cryptic. Many sections and level layouts 

such as caves, ruins, houses, rivers and clifftop heights really add to the variety and keep things fresh. Never mind 

adding depth to the exploration factor, which makes this a get a little lost type of game. Finding the 3 keys in each stage 

is no joke. Not all is lost, as you can inspect the area holding select and looking around. The game makes it easy to 

distinguish between interactive scenery and background. You know what are switches to push and ledges to grab. (17) 
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This is where this games design is spot on, as the difficulty curve is quite well balanced. Beyond Level one you will notice 

stronger enemies and different varieties. The levels get more convoluted and you will be expected to revisit levels to 

progress. Thank god for the convenient portal room. So, make a written note of items you could not get in the levels you 

pass through. However, since the levels are not as big as Dr Franken’s castle, it can be excused. Jumping can sometimes 

be your downfall from not being pixel perfect or at the correct height. Add that to the going back to level start and you 

have a nightmare, at times. But the slippery physics feel like they fit the game, the man is barefooted. 

 

   
Industrial Techno Stage (15) T-REX (15) Variety Continues in Turok 2 (14) 

   

Weapons and other abilities play a big role in the back tracking, hello grenade launcher. New weapons are obtained in 

each level and you will be spoiled for choice, as there are 14. Bow, knife and machine guns. But also rockets, grenades, 

fusion rifles. The game has it all, which for a GB cart, is froth worthy. Certain weapons cannot be fired while crouching or 

jumping etc. Placement and line of sight will play a big role in your approach later on. The Chronoscepter pieces are 

optional, but difficult to obtain. You might want to consider the scepter, as it is the best weapon in the game. It mashes 

everything. 

Final points to mention are the password system. It reduces your weapon ammo, but lets you keep the weapons and 

other items. This really helps and means you can easily come back whenever, a double bonus on GB. Similar to pick up 

and play titles like GB Game and Watch Gallery which may be the greatest GB game for that. The funky soundtrack was 

composed by Alberto Jose González, the founder of Bit Managers and gets my approval. (5) There are also 3 difficulties if 

you are feeling braw!  

The ambition on the GB Pak is sick and by no means will you be of the game. Especially if it gets its teeth into you. This 

game should have done Dino-Bucks considering how playable and enjoyable it is. The love Bit Managers gave this is clear 

and they also understood the N64 Turok very well, Flaws and all. Despite my biased love for the game, it is a shame that 

a solidly developed GB title went so unnoticed. But I said the name about Solar Striker back in May of this year. The level 

of detail shown in this flag ship companion game is refreshing and deeply rooted in love This really shows in the history, 

as there are more Turok GB Titles. (1, 5 & 8) (16)  
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Conclusion 

It must be obvious by now that I like the game and as we discussed it is not perfect and has some flaws. But to me Turok 

on the GB was more than just a better than average experience, it was a place in time. A connection between two 

people that has long since dimmed into less than it was. Yet the feelings and emotions associated with them, remained 

in memory. Unless you count my copies of The Thing and Dragon Ball. 

A memory itself is something that can be temporary or permanent in the physical brain. Neurons can be formed to make 

way for newer and more useful information. Yet if one forgets something, often a reminder will bring back a memory in 

full force. Like those embarrassing things you always try to forget and return to remind you that, you are human. The GB 

is a physical item and within is a very personal gaming experience. Everyone see’s a different thing and remembers a 

different experience with the handheld. Yet we all share that love for it. So, for many, the GB’s place in time is also the 

reason they love certain titles. Their personal moment in time. 

Turoks place for me was very important, even if it was not important to others in the same way. But thanks to some cult 

love and the digital network. This neat little game will live on and be a testament. Of what you ask?  

Of how to make a good and faithful handheld translation of console game. 
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